
His arms were:  silver, a  red  cross  engrailed  between four water-bougets
(which  might  have  been  intended as a sort of pun on the name: it is often
spelled without the first “r”). The drawing shows  them impaled with the arms
of the Sec of Canterbury, the whole ensigned  with  his Cardinal’s hat  with  15
tassels at each side which are all red.

About JOHN  MORTON  there is perhaps less need to Say much  (for so
many of us  know  it already). The DNB says of him (what may not before  have
appeared in  Ricardian) that  he was “a great builder and repairer” and  that  in
the Fens “Morton’s Dyke perpetuates his memory”. This may well be true, but
the writer is quite unable to confirm  this  from any map or guide-book.  However,
it makes  a  change from something scurrilous.

Although, as the title implies, he would eventually impale his  arms  with
those  of Canterbury’s see and use the Cardinal’s  hat, it has been thought fit in
the drawing to impale  them  with Ely and to use the Bishop’s mitre as the ap-
propriate  enSign for  only these were  ever correct  in  Richard’s  own  time. Mor-
ton’s  own family arms  were:  Quarterly: 1  and 4:  red, a  goat’s head silver  but
with golden horns;  2  and 3:  ermine.  The  bishops  of Ely impaled with  blue, thre
golden  crowns, 2  and 1.

RESEARCH NOTES AND QUERIES

Sir  James Tyrell
A  note has been received from Mr J. A.  Speares  on Sir James. After  con-

gratulating Joyce  Melhuish  on her  article  “Sir  James Tyrell and his Chapel at
Gipping” in  Ricardian  Number 50 he makes the following Comments  on the
building of Gipping Hall itself:

The hall was  built  of  brick, a  French  system  which  only reached England in
the later part of the  15th century.  My own feeling is  that  the  hall, of  which
an engraving exists  (as also of Herons, the other Tyrell property at Brentford)
was likewise built as  a  post-bridal  gift  for Dame  Ann, whose first  married  home
was, no doubt, the  much  earlier  moated  Tyrell manor about a  mile  from the
chapel and the  hall site, and  which still  exists complete  with  Tyrell  Knots  on the
exterior beams and  a  coat of  arms  in the  sitting room.

James Tyrell’s father  became  Sheriff  of Norfolk and  Suffolk  in 1446. and
was, no  doubt, in frequent  ofl‘icial touch with  the Yorks at Fotheringhay at the
time  of  Richard’s  birth.  Other  evidence  of  early contact  between the two
families  is the aside remark, to me  acceptable  at face value, in the  testimony of
the  Tudor  agent  Bernard  de  Vignolles (Gairdner:  Letters & Papers) in  1496,
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that  Edward 1V had been a frequent  visitor  to the house in the  “good  times”.
James Tyrell’s  son, Thomas, is, by the same source, credited  with  the  rather
ambiguous remark that the hall was built with “French money”.  This  is ob-
viously a  reference to the funds paid to Edward, also, secretly, to many of his
council by the French after the Picquigny Bridge settlement of 1475.  This  seems
more likely to have been a direct arrangement between Edward and either
Tyrell or his father since  Tyrell’s  close friendship with Richard, who rejected
both the settlement and the bribes, must  have  precluded any directly disloyal
link with the French.

Kendall’s error about Tyrell’s  origin  reflects, I  suppose, the  latter’s  long
involvement with Richard in the North in various capacities. Also, if it is
correct that Tyrell was a childhood friend of Richard (their handwriting,
incidentally, slightly suggests  a  common teacher), then Tyrell may well have
gone North  with  the Yorks as a child companion or  a  page when they moved
up to Middleham.  This  might also explain how Tyrell  came  to know Ann
Neville well enough for Richard to choose him for the  very delicate family

.  mission to her mother, the Countess of Warwick, in the Beaulieu sanctuary. At
2(my ra)te Tyrell’s first big job for Richard was to be Master of the Henchmen
pages  .

Sir James Tyrell was, I  believe, a very much more important person than has
so far been realised, as  I  hope to demonstrate in a-study of his political  career
and associates which is nearly ready for publication. His appointment as
Castellan of Guisnes is one of a series of defence measures introduced by Richard
in December  1484, and he seems to  have  held  this  appointment until Bosworth
the following August and, extraordinary as it may seem, was  confirmed  in the
appointment by Henry Tudor shortly after the equally-unusual double  royal
pardon in June/July 1486.

After his execution in 1502, Tyrell’s remains lay in noble, even  royal
company in the crusader friary church  at  Austin  Friars built by the de Bohun
family.  This  was sequestered in 1540 and, in the reign of Edward VI, granted to
the Dutch whose property it remained until destroyed by a bomb  in the last war.
Tyrell’s  remains are  thus  dispersed unless, by chance  they are amongst the ashes
faithfully reinterred by the Netherlands community in their vault  when  the
church was rebuilt in the  1950’s.

Thomas, Marquis Dorset

From Mr W. E. Hampton come the following notes from the  will  of
Elizabeth, Lady Scrope of Masham (from N. H. Nicolas, Testamenta  Vetusta,
Vol. 2, 1826, pp. 587—9):

Elizabeth Lady Scrope of Upsall and Masham. 1518.  T o  be buried in the
Black  Friars, London, by her husband  Thomas, Lord  Scrope  of  Masham  and
Upsall. She mentions her  mother  and father in  Bisham  (John Nevill, Lord
Montacute, her father) she wills  that  a tomb be made for  them  to the  value  of
£XX . .  .  “to  Mary daughter  in  base unto  Thomas Grey, Marquess  of Dorset, my
bed  that  my lord Marquis  was  wont  to lie  in”.  to my lady Lucy my sister  a primer
and psalter (the  gift  of  Henry Tudor’s mother).  She appointed as her executors
Sir  John  Cutt and her niece Lucy Brown. The  will  was proved  December  9  1521.
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Mr Hampton remarks  that  as  Lady Lucy is recorded to have borne little
love  for  Henry Tudor  the  above  bequest may be  mildly cattish, a  little sisterly
spite perhaps. He says further  that Dorset,  who is often represented as a
contemptible or  futile  person, was not apparently so regarded by the women of
his acquaintance. One  might  suggest  this  as  a  reason for the men regarding him
in an unfavourable  light  of  course!

The  Cat, the  Rat, etc.

The following note, the only one received on  this  topic, is from Peter
Nan-mark, a Danish member.

In “Research Notes and Queries” in the last  Ricardian  (No.  50, p. 31)
Kenneth Hillier  asked  for help in  identifying an extension and an explanation
of Colyngbourne’s doggerel. It was mentioned  that  the  “key” was said to be
by Colyngbourne.

I  am sure  that  a  lot of readers recognised the explanation as being from the
Mirror  for  Magistrates, more  specifically from the tragedy of the  poet  Colyng-
bourne  (The Mirror  for  Magistrates, ed.  Lily B. Campbell, New York,  1960,
p. 350).  This  particular tragedy was first added to the  Mirror  in 1563, so  Colyng—
bourne’s explanation is not written by himself, but probably by William Baldwin.

As for the “extension”, I presume  that  lines 3, 4, S, and  6  are those dis-
covered  by Mr Hillier (I do not  have  access to  Francis  Leary’s book). However,
these lines seem out of  context,  the style appears to be different.  Also, in line  6
we are made to understand  that “the  swine” has not yet  been  crowned.  This
does not  quite  make sense when we compare it with the second line with its
present tense in “Doe rule”. Further, we know  that  Richard was crowned on
July 6  and  that  Colyngbourne’s  rhyme  is supposed to  have  been fastened to the
door  of St.  Paul’s  on the 18th.

Finally, I would like to call attention to  “The  Rose of Englande", an
anonymous  ballad  in allegorical form presumably from the circle of the Stanleys.
In this ballad we find  similar  images and  a  wording that  reminds  you of Mr
Hilliers  extension.

Then came  in  a  beast  men  call  a  bore,
And he  rooted this  garden  upp and  downe,

By the  seede  of the  rose  he  sett  noe  store,
But  aflerwards  itt  wore  the  crowne.

Hee  took  the  branches  of this rose  away,
And all in  sunder  did  them teare;

A  nd he  bur-yed them under  a  clodd  of clay,
Swore  they shold never  bloome  nor  beare.

(Quoted from Geofl‘rey Bullough, Narrative  and Dramatic  Sources  of  Shake-
speare, Vol.  3, p.  346.)

Now  that  we  have  found out about the origin of  Colyngbourne’s  ex-
planation, itistempting to suggest that the extension may also  have  been  borrowed
from  somewhere. If it is  old, and I am not con‘vinced about  that, a possible
solution would be a  parallel  ballad. Another  solution  is  that  it could be  from  a
“garbled” version  of the “Rose of Englande”.
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